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SCENES FROM HiKONAR SAGA HiKONARSONAR have not 
traditionally been approached as meditations on bureaucracy: its 

powers, its cruelties and its absurdity. This missed opportunity might be 
attributed to the debate over how much bureaucracy there really was in 
medieval Norway, where the saga is largely set. Hans Jacob Oming (2008, 
310) speaks of 'the absence of a fixed bureaucratic framework' in Nor
way during the middle of the thirteenth century. Sverre Bagge endorses 
the validity of the term 'bureaucracy' in a medieval Norwegian context, 
but notes that compared to contemporary non-Scandinavian countries, 
Norway's bureaucratic culture remained rudimentary (Bagge 2014, 
141-42; Bagge 2010, 155, cf. Barber 2004, 360-61). The recent survey of 
Norwegian epistolary ecology provided by David Bregaint (2016, 70-74, 
347-49) confirms this view in further detail. 

A related, but distinct, question in Norwegian historiography has been 
that of state formation (e.g. Helle 1974, Bagge 2012, Helle 2009 vs. Om
ing 2010). The very title ofKnut Helle's influential textbook, Norge blir 
en stat ['Norway becomes a state'] 1130-1319, reflects the long-standing 
Norwegian preoccupation with locating sources of organisation and 
authority in the nation's imagined past. While state formation is clearly 
concomitant to the discussion of bureaucracy, the two concerns are not 
identical. First, bureaucracy is by no means the preserve of the state-to
day much bureaucracy is generated by private enterprise (Weber 2015, 
97-98; Graeber 2015, 9-44), and in medieval Norway the most advanced 
bureaucratic structures were to be found in the church rather than under 
the crown (Bagge 2014, 82-90). 

Second, in the present study, the emergence of bureaucracy is not 
treated as a historical process in the way that one thinks of state forma
tion. From Aristotle (1967, 5-15) to Hobbes (1997, 95- 97) to Bentham 
(1948, 52-56), the state is treated as something which emerges with the 
definite article attached. It is a transitive actor: the state does things to/ 
for certain portions of society, even though, as Steinar Imsen (2012, 
192-210) well illustrates in the case of Norway, the state's personnel is 
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paradoxically composed of its own subjects. But in the account offered 
here bureaucracy is a more imminent phenomenon; it is a way of think
ing or behaving rather than a set of institutions, and sometimes a literary 
invention more than a historically falsifiable reality. At most the present 
study can hope to approach the Norwegian state-formation problem as a 
Gordian knot. I am more concerned with how our understanding of Old 
Norse literature is enriched by thinking with bureaucracy, and also how 
our understanding of bureaucracy is enriched by thinking with Old Norse 
literature. To pursue these concerns, we will ask what role bureaucratic 
behaviour plays in Hakonar saga Hakonarsonar--and how bureaucracy 
should be defined in the first place. 

A Letter Ignored 

Our story begins in the way that tales of bureaucratic woe often 
do: with a man who makes a bad decision. In the spring of 1239, a 
group of Icelanders in Norway were anxiously wondering whether 
they would see their homeland again. In the midst of increasing 
tension between the Norwegian King Hakon and Duke Skuli, the 
king issued an order which was tantamount to the establishment of 
a basic exit-visa system. Sturla I>6roarson wrote in his Hakonar saga 
Hakonarsonar (Hak) that 

islenzka menn, pa sem meo hertuga varu, bao konungr ekki ut fara fyrr en 
peir hef6i rM fyrir gert meo hverjum erendum peir skyldu fara, pvi at Mr um 
haustit haf6i spurzk at peir hofou barizk i Skagafiroi, Kolbeinn ungi ok Gizurr, 
vio Sturlunga ok Sturlungar hofou fallit. 

The king ordered the Icelanders who were with the duke [Skuli] that they 
must not leave until they had made it clear on what business they were going, 
because in the previous autumn it had been discovered that Kolbeinn the Young 
and Gizurr had fought at Skagafjorour [in Iceland] against the Sturlungar, and 
some Sturlungar had been killed. (Hak, II 43) 

Whether the skirmish at Skagafjorour was really why the King wished 
to control the movements of Icelanders in Norway is doubtful. It can be 
readily interpreted as an attempt to undermine Skuli 's authority, and to 
normalise the situation of a Norwegian monarch exercising suzerainty 
over Icelanders. Regardless of Hakon 's motivations, the edict presented a 
problem for the party oflcelanders abroad. Their leader was the polymath 
Snorri Sturluson. He was at Trondheim, at the court of Skuli the pretender. 
His son, Orrekja, was also present. So was his cousin, l>orleifr l>oroarson, 
eager to return to Iceland after being an exile in Norway. However, his 
nephew, l>oror kakali 'The Stammerer' was in Bergen, at the court of 
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King Hakon. Should Snorri and his companions apply for permission 
from King Hakon to return to their homeland? Were they not rather under 
Skuli's jurisdiction? Although, if so, surely the same could not be argued 
for I>6ror? In any case, Snorri was not best liked by the king, having failed 
to win Iceland for the Norwegian crown and then having thrown in his 
lot with Skuli. Why bother to seek the king's permission at all? Sturla, 
himself also a nephew of Snorri, records that 

Tok konungr pa frettir breoi noroan 6r landi ok sunnan. Hann fretti at ~ertugi 
hafoi gefit orlofSnorra Sturlusyni ok 6rrekju syni bans ok l>orleifi til Islands 
ok fengit skip pat er hann atti halft en halft Guoleikr af Skartas~Mum: l>eg~r 
sem konungr fretti petta pa geroi hann noror bref ok bannao1 at pe1r fren. 
l>essi brefk6mu til peira er peir lagu vio haf, ok f6ru peir eigi at siOr i banni 
konungs. 

Then King [Hakon] received news both from the north of the country and t~e 
south. He discovered that the duke [Skuli] had given Snorri Sturluson and his 
son 6rrekja and l>orleifr permission to go to Iceland, and they had got a ship 
which was half-owned by him and half by one Guoleikr of Skarstad. As soon 
as the king discovered that, he sent letters north and prohibited them from 
going. These letters reached them as they were putting out to sea, and they 

went anyway despite the king's prohibition. (Hak II, 43) 

But Sturla also wrote another, fuller account. Hak had been written at the 
Norwegian court, probably around 1264-65. It would be dismissive to 
describe it as cringingly loyal to Norwegian royal interests, but it is very 
clearly designed to please and not to offend the son of King Hakon (Sver
rir Tomasson 2006, 120-21, Armann Jakobsson 2015, 17-19). Sturla's 
islendinga saga, on the other hand, was written in Iceland in the 1270s, 
and tells many of the same stories asHcikwith more colour. Here, Snorri's 
flight from Norway is described (is!, I 540): 

Enn vm uaarit fenngu peir skip, er aatti Guoleikr aa Skarta-stauoum, vinr 
Snorra, ok bioggu pat til hafs meo raaoi hertugans. Eon er peir voro bunir ok 
haufou Iagt vt unoir h6lm, pa k6mv menn sunnan fra konungi ok meo ~refum'. 
ok stoo pat aa, at konungr bannaoi peim aullum Islendinngvm at fara vt aa P:1 
sumri. l>eir synndu Snorra brefin, ok suarar hann sua: 'vt vii ek.' Ok pa er peir 
u6ru bunir, hafoi hertuginn pa i booi sinu, aor peir t6kv orlof. Voro pa faair 
menn vio tal peira hertugans ok Snorra. 

In the spring they got a ship, which was owned by Guoleikr of Skarstad, a friend 
of Snorri 's, and they prepared to go to sea with the permission of the duke. 
But when they were ready and they had set off, having reached Munkeholmen 
[an islet in the bay of Trondheim], then men came from th~ south, ~r~m the 
king, bringing with them letters, and there it stood that the kmg proh1b1ted all 
Icelanders from leaving that summer. They showed Snorri the letters, and he 
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replies thus: 'I mean to go to Iceland.' 1 And then when they were ready, the 
duke invited them to a meeting before they took their leave. Few people were 
there at the conversation of the duke and Snorri. 

In the version above, it is stressed that the ship had already departed--even 
if it had only made it as far as Munkeholmen. The king's men must have 
pursued the Icelanders, boarded, and presented Snorri with the letters 
personally ( as will be seen, the presentation ofletters in person, often with 
additional oral information delivered by the bearer, was common in con
temporary correspondence culture). Snorri replied, either with desperation 
or nonchalance depending on how one interprets his voice. He returned 
to shore, had a discussion with the duke, presumably seeking his reas
surance-though Sturla is keen to dispel the notion that the conversation 
involved the bestowal of any feudal rank2-and then set out again. It was 
a decision that would prove fateful. Snorri would not return to Norway, 
and had no chance to assuage the king's wrath. On the 23rd September 
1241 he was assassinated in his cellar, begging for his life with the sadly 
undignified last words: 'Eigi skal hauggva' 'Don't strike!' (is/, I 553). 
(Both these, Snorri 's most pleading recorded words, and 'Ut vii ek', his 
most defiant, have passed into the proverbial store of modern Icelanders. 
See Halink 2019, 216-17). 

How instrumental the Norwegian king was in the murder has been dis
puted. Local Icelandic grudges played a major role, as the Icelander who 
arranged th~ attack was Gizurr l>orvaldsson, Snorri's estranged son-in-law. 
Indeed, as Annann Jakobsson (2015, 14-16) has pointed out, there was 

1 Translators have differed on how to render this: 'Nevertheless, I will go home' 
(McGrew 1974, 349); 'I will sail, out' (Wanner 2008, 24); 'hjem viljeg' (Kalund 
1904, 481); 'I want to leave' (Armann Jakobsson 2015, 11). Each suggestion 
supplies words which are absent in the Old Norse and gives Snorri a different 
tone, from Kalund's poetic-even vulnerable- timbre to McGrew's defiance. I 
am much tempted by one of two translations suggested by Simon Halink (2019, 
216): 'I want out', which reflects the degree of claustrophobia and panic I read 
into Snorri 's mental state at this moment in his life. However, I agree with the 
advice of reviewers that this does not reflect the geographical connotations of ut 
in the context of the medieval Icelandic-Norwegian relationship. 

2 Ok var pat saugn Arnfinnz, at hertuginn gefi Snorra iarls nafn, ok sua 
he.fir Styrmir hinn frooi ritao 'aartio Snorra folsnar-jar/s '; enn enngi peirra 
Islenoinganna let pat aa sannaz 'And it was the story of Arnfinnr, that the duke 
gave Snorri the title of earl, and thus Styrmir the Learned has written of "the 
anniversary of the death of Snorri the Fraudulent [Secret?] Earl", but none of 
those Icelanders have confirmed this' (is/, I 540). Snorri did have a feudal rank 
from King Hakon, being his lendr maor 'landed man'. 
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also some mindless thuggery on the part of the underlings who landed the 
first blows. But as Sturla made clear, and as Annann acknowledges, the 
king's letter to Gizurr was a deciding factor: pat mundi miok vera .fyrir 
sakir maa/a Snora Sturlu sonar, er laat hans hafoi nakkuat af konunginum 
leitt 'it was probably mostly because of the matter of Snorri Sturluson, 
whose death had been caused in part by the king' (is/, II 100).3 

Why did Snorri feel able to ignore the king's letters that day? There are, 
of course, inherent difficulties in ascertaining the workings of a man's mind 
on a particular occasion, over seven centuries ago, on the basis of two 
sources. But the question is also challenging because Snorri was probably 
conflicted. Contributing factors might well have included his allegiance to 
Duke Skuli, his faith that Skuli would ultimately defeat Hakon, perhaps a 
sense that his relationship with the king was irreparably damaged, or that in 
Iceland, on home turf, he could evade the king's· grasp. But none of these 
factors can have been overwhelming, because Snorri still turned back at 
first, and it appears that he conferred with the duke before making his move. 

I would contend that at least part of Snorri 's defiance was because he 
had not noticed the bureaucratic web which had been woven around him. 
The part ofSnorri's miscalculation which concerns us here is, in essence, 
identical with the error of ignoring a council-tax bill or cramming parking 
tickets into one's glove-box. Snorri failed to recognise the dramatic mental 
revolution which had turned letters from fragile physical ephemera into 
effective death warrants. Before we tell the medieval Norwegian chapter 
of that story, we must first paint a portrait of bureaucracy in broad strokes. 
Here, it will be necessary briefly to step away from Hakonar saga, and 
explore the universal features of bureaucratic behaviour from a theoretical 
perspective. A digression is required because the synthesis of bureaucracy 
upon which this study is built has not been advanced before by others, as 
far as I am aware. 

Excursus: A Definition of Bureaucracy 

Asking what really constitutes bureaucracy is, as Neil Garston points out, 
not unlike the fabled exercise of the blind sages, each of whom attempted 
to describe an elephant while grasping a different part of the animal ( 1994, 
20---21 ). Is it the physical paperwork itself? Is it people in suits and offices? 
Is it any kind of managerial labour? Max Weber's definition, being the 

3 'It' (Pat) here refers to the discord between King Hakon and Gizurr l>orvaldsson 
(d. 1268), who had arranged Snorri's murder after supplanting him as the main 
agent of Iceland's transition to Norwegian rule. 
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oldest and the broadest, warrants special attention. In modem English trans
lation it weighs in at fifty-two pages, and there is scarcely any variant of 
bureaucratic organisation which it does not describe, from Ancient Egypt, 
to the Byzantine Empire, to the modem capitalist corporation. Nonetheless, 
it can be reduced to three contentions. Bureaucracies, according to Weber, 
are organisations where 1) given offices carry authority, 2) the offices exist 
independently of their holders, 3) the offices are increasingly specialised 
to treat different issues. The strength and the weakness of this model is its 
inclusivity. It explains why universities, police forces and armies exhibit 
features which we recognise as bureaucratic. There was another strand 
to Weber's definition, which we will need to fortify. Almost in passing, 
Weber (2015, 97-98) observed that 

A fully developed bureaucracy embodies very specifically the principle of sine 
ira ac studio ['without anger or frustration']. This specific character of bureau
cracy means the complete eradication of love, hate, and all purely personal 
sentiments that are irrational and incalculable ... the more bureaucracy imple
ments this principle of 'dehumanizing' its tasks, the more perfect it becomes. 

As Kathy Ferguson (1984, 12-16) notes, this is the soul of bureaucratic 
thinking: the requirement to participate in a decision-making process as 
though one were indifferent to the outcome. Weber phrases this require
ment like a moral virtue, akin to being fair. But the psychological process 
at work is more complicated. Striving to take a decision with a sense of 
cool objectivity is in fact a position which betrays personal involvement, 
in so far as one is thereby invested in making the best decision. The model 
bureaucrat, on the other hand, is wholly uninterested in the best or worst 
decision, but wishes only to make the decision. 

The ability to be completely uninvested in a decision's outcome is a 
quite revolutionary psychological breakthrough. To withhold the judge
ment of things as 'good' or 'bad' is to mute the instinct to evaluate our 
surroundings. The ideal bureaucrat is not lying when he/she says: 'I don't 
make the rules, I only follow them' or 'It's more than my job's worth'. Karl 
Marx (1975, 109) proposed that 'for the bureaucrat the world is no more 
than an object on which he acts'. It ought to be acknowledged that he was 
speaking in a metaphysical rather than literal sense, but a revision is still 
due. The ideal bureaucrat has withdrawn from the world as experienced 
by a human being. It is the bureaucrats themselves who become passive 
objects, governed by forces they consider external to their sense of self. 

Later Marxist thinkers interested in bureaucracy ( e.g. Mandel n.d. [ 1973], 
Man~el 1992) generally focused on the practical question of why self
professed socialist states or trade unions tended to develop considerable 
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bureaucratic apparatus. The fact that Marx had provided a perfect theo
retical description of the necessary psychological apparatus to become 
a bureaucrat was largely missed, apart from asides from non-Marxist 
commentators (Bonjean and Grimes 1970, 365; Smith 1971, 659). I am 
thinking of Marx's rendition of alienation (Entfremdung). He was not the 
first German philosopher to tackle the issue ( see Swain 2012, 11-24 ), but 
he was the first to provide a comprehensive account of how we can become 
profoundly uninvolved in our own activity, and how colossal coercive 
systems can be constructed atop this cognitive cleavage ( on the study of 
alienation by Old Norse scholars, see Cole 2018, 117-20). 

The key difference between Marx's intention and how we shall use his 
work is that he was describing a prototypical manual labourer. For example, 
in a time before labour was coerced under feudalism or capitalism, a toy
maker may have enjoyed crafting a toy duck for the children of his/her 
community. Under capitalism, on the other hand, a toymaker on a factory 
production line probably did not look at the cohorts of ducks passing below 
his/her weary hands with anything like pleasure. How could it be that a 
person who loved an activity done in their own time could feel completely 
indifferent to it at work? The problem, in Marx's view, was that the worker 
had become alienated not only from what they produced, but also from 
themselves. Two minds came to inhabit one body. One was the alienated 
self, and one was what Marx called the 'species-being' (Gattungswesen): 
the thoughts and desires which would occur to us if we were not under 
the compulsion of authority ( e.g. Marx 1975, 220). Let us picture the toy 
duck maker on his/her production line (Marx 1975, 324--25, 330-31): 

the object that labour produces, its product, stands opposed to it as something 
alien, as a power independent of the producer ... For it is clear that, accord
ing to this premise, the more the worker exerts himself in his work, the more 
powerful the alien, objective world becomes which he brings into being over 
against himself, the poorer he and his inner world become, and the less they 
belong to him ... [Alienated labour] replaces labour by machines, but it casts 
some of the workers back into barbarous forms oflabour and turns others into 
machines. It produces intelligence, but it produces idiocy and cretinism for 
the worker ... If the product oflabour does not belong to the worker, and if it 
confronts him as an alien power, this is only possible because it belongs to a 
man other than the worker. If his activity is a torment for him, it must provide 
pleasure and enjoyment for someone else. Not the gods, not nature, but only 
man himself can be this alien power over men. [Emphasis in original] 

What if it were not a manual labourer being described here, but a bureau
crat; not toy ducks on an assembly line, but application forms across a 
desk, or rulings on eligibility for a position? The description would still 
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hold true. In principle, a bureaucrat discharging their office ought to be 
as alienated as a factory worker. A bureaucrat who issues parking permits 
should be completely indifferent to the rights and wrongs of whether the 
applicant deserves a parking permit, and should instead only judge whether 
their forms are in order. Whether the bureaucrat personally believes that 
the parking permit should be issued is as irrelevant as whether the toy-duck 
maker has any real interest in making toy ducks. The only difference is that 
in Marx's accounts the workers alienated from their factories are being 
used to generate capital, while in the case of bureaucrats it is debatable 
whether their work generates capital, shepherds it or is perhaps wholly 
indifferent to it (Marx 1976, esp. 716, 1054). 

Moreover, it is not only the bureaucrat who becomes alienated from 
their species-being, but also those ruled by bureaucratic regimes. A case 
in point is the artefacts of paperwork themselves. Why do we (ideally) 
respond to a letter arriving through the door, telling us to pay for a par
ticular transgression, as though it were an official turning up in person 
and demanding the money? The heart skips, the mouth dries, a moment 
of nausea gives way to indignation, as though we were having a conflict 
with a human being, not a piece of paper. The answer is that we have be
come alienated too. Unlike Snorri, we are alienated from the immediate 
reality that an order delivered on paper or vellum is not equivalent to an 
order delivered by someone carrying a weapon with which they intend to 
harm you. One might explain this as David Graeber (2015, 66-74) does, 
by noting that all bureaucratic systems rely on the eventual threat of state 
violence-and, increasingly, state violence generously lent to capitalist 
bodies (cf. Weber 2015, 89-90). Regardless, a psychological revolution 
is required to make everybody aware that an interaction with a written 
artefact is equal to an interaction with a living, breathing human being
or to make them unaware that, in the present moment, the two things are 
qualitatively not equal. 

Archbishop Guthormr: An Alienated Bureaucrat in Norway, 1218 

Bagge who, as we have noted, has been the chief proponent of bureaucracy 
studies in an Old Norse context, recognises the importance of idealised 
bureaucratic indifference. One chapter of a working paper he published 
in 2003 is entitled Den upersonlige makt: etableringen av et 'byrakrati' 
'Impersonal power: the establishment of a "bureaucracy'" (2003, 38). This 
clearly did not give scope for much theoretical clarification on the psychol
ogy of impersonal power, but provides a survey of official privileges, the 
use of administrative formulae and church hierarchy (2003, 38-53, esp. 
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43). Happily, a scene in Hak provides the perfect opportunity to do so. 
Chapter 42, describing events from April 1218, reports a meeting between 
the young King Hakon and the Archbishop ofNi6ar6ss, Guthormr. The 
archbishop came from the same faction to which the king belonged, the 
Birkibeinar 'Birch-legs', whose name was a sort of populist affectation, 
implying that their means were so humble that they could afford no shoes 
better than birch-bark bindings (Nygaard Brekke 1956, 6004) 1; Bagge 
1996, 41). Guthormr's brother, Hallvar6r skyggna 'The Observant', had 
been killed, fighting for the Birkibeinar during a surprise attack by their 
enemies in the year 1200. 

King Hakon had been formally acknowledged as king by the Gulaping 
assembly, and the narrative voice of Hak assumes that this should have 
been the end of the matter. But other regional assemblies, many of the 
nobility and, crucially, the Church establishment were far from convinced; 
Hakon's mother, Inga, had been the concubine of Hakon Sverrisson (r. 
1202-04 ), not his lawful wife, rendering Hakon Hakonarson illegitimate. 
Under these circumstances, should not the young king have been able to 
turn to Archbishop Guthormr for support? The archbishop was, after all, 
a trusted Birkibeinn. But as Sturla notes, Guthormr's treatment of Hakon 
was in fact frosty. Moreover, preferential treatment appeared to be given 
to Skuli (Hak, I 214-15): 

Hakon konungr ok Skuli jarl bjoggu fero sina, er vara t6k, nor6r i 
l>randheim ok k6mu til brejarins halfum manaoi fyrir paska. Ekki var 
hringt i m6ti peim, ok enga processionem vildi erkibyskup gera i m6ti 
konungi, ok p6 at peir mrettisk pa veitti byskup konungi enga bliou. En 
jarl ok erkibyskup fundusk hversdagliga, ok var par hinn mesti blioskapr. 
l>ann dag er jarl var einn i Kristskirkju pa var honum veitt hofoinglig tign. 
Palmsunnudag varu peir ba6ir i Kristskirkju, konungr ok jarl, ok satu i 
hasreti, ok var konungi engi tign veitt ok hvarigum peira. Ok er peir varu 
leiddir til altaris at offra pa vildi erkibyskup eigi snuask i m6ti konungi 
ne vi6 hans offri taka. 

As spring came on, King Hakon and Earl Skuli prepared their journey north
ward to Trondheim, and they arrived in the city half a month before Easter. 
No bells were rung for them, and the archbishop offered no procession 
for the king, and when they met the [arch?]bishop showed the king no 
warmth. But the earl and the archbishop met every day, and then there was 
the greatest warmth. One day when the earl was alone at Christchurch, he 
was given the honour due to a ruler. On Palm Sunday both the king and 
the earl were at Christchurch, and they sat on thrones, and the king was 
given no honour, nor was either of them. And when they were brought to 
the altar to make offerings the archbishop would not tum to face the king 
nor accept his offering. 
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The story lurking between the lines here is straightforward: the church 
has treasonously favoured Skuli, and snubbed Hakon. This may well 
have been the historical reality, and it would be in accord with the wider 
typological project of Hak, which seeks to present Hakon as a modem 
incarnation of his grandfather, King Sverrir (r. 1177- 1202). Sverrir 
had a difficult relationship with the church, being excommunicated in 
1194. His speech against the bishops (Rceoa gegn biskupum or Oratio 
contra clerum Norvegiae) is a classic of pro-monarchical, anti-clerical 
literature. 4 Sturla had a perfect opportunity, then, to hammer home the 
Hakon-Sverrir parallel.5 Sturla leaves this straightforward reading open, 
should the sceptic wish to adopt it. But it is striking that he also offers 
an explanation for Archbishop Guthormr's behaviour which is more 
complex (Hak, I 215): 

Litlu si6arr hof6u peir stefnu i erkibyskupsgar6i, ok spur6i konungr erkibyskup 
hverja sok hann grefi honum er hann vildi eigi veita honum konungliga tign. 
Erkibyskup svara6i sva: 'l>etta er eigi mins eins rM, pvi at allir ver byskupar 
erum i pessu rMi ok peir sumir er innan hir6ar eru me6 y6r. Ok finnum ver pat til 
at ver hofum heyrt ymt nokkurn a hvart pu ert sannr son Hakonar konungs e6a 
eigi' ... Dagfinnr b6ndi var pa nrest konungi um allar rMager6ir. Erkibyskup 
let gera Dagfinni or6 leyniliga eftir stefnuna ok sag6i honum sva: 'Gu6i er 
pat kunnigt at ek vii gjarna vera vin konungs, ok eigi vreri pessir hlutir sumir 
tala6ir er nu eru ef ek re6a.' 

A little later they had a meeting in the archbishop's residence, and the king 
asked the archbishop for what reason he would not endorse him for the royal 
rank. The archbishop replied thus: 'It is not my own doing, because all of us 
bishops are involved in this decision and even some of your retainers. And 
we find that we have heard a certain rumour about whether you are the true 
son of King Hakon or not' ... Dagfinnr the Farmer was at that time closest to 
the king in all matters of counsel. The archbishop secretly had a word with 
Dagfinnr after the meeting and said this to him: 'God knows that I would very 
much like to be a friend of the king, and some of the aforementioned things 
would not be happening if it were up to me.' 

4 For a recent revaluation of its exact ideological position, see l>orleifur Hauksson 
(2015). 

5 Sverrir's legacy is evoked at several key points in the saga. A farmer, who is 
said to have fought alongside Sverrir in the Baglar wars urges his social equals 
to pledge the same loyalty to Hakon as they would have done to Sverrir (Hak, II 
8- 81 ). Before a key battle against Skuli outside Oslo, Hakon recites an exemplum 
which Sverrir also used to read before combat (Hak, II 91). Hakon is also said to 
resemble Sverrir physically (Hak, II 265). When Hakon is on his deathbed, he has 
Sverris saga read to him (Hak, II 262). 
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The same Guthormr who has been so rude to Hakon in his capacity as 
archbishop steps out from his office in order to confide in the king's friend 
that 'if it were up to him' things would be different. This is the sort of 
psychological disassociation described by Marx. There are two Guthormar: 
Guthormr the man, who is in favour of Hakon's rule, and Guthormr the 
archbishop, who must take into account that there are serious doubts over 
Hakon's legitimacy. He represents the views of what is in effect a sort of 
committee (allir ver byskupar). In doing so, Guthormr has not been a bad 
Birkibeinn, but a good bureaucrat. 

A less generous reading would be that Guthormr favours the king 
personally, but is afraid to antagonise the king's enemies. However, as 
Guthormr opts to explain his public position in terms of 'the rules', i.e., 
the supposed constraints of officialdom, the issue of bureaucracy remains 
pertinent: even if Guthormr is more cowardly than conscientious, his 
aim is to exercise power impersonally rather than to involve himself 
in factions. Whether there is any historical reality to Guthormr's secret 
meeting with Dagfinnr is a question for another time. It could be a plot 
device included by Sturla to allow Guthormr's relatives to save face, 
by pretending that he was really on the right side of history all along. 
Indeed, Bagge (2003, 44-45) has pointed out that bishops in medieval 
Norway tended not to be constrained by their office, like ideal Weberian 
bureaucrats, but rather to gain personal agency and enrichment from their 
position. Nonetheless, later in the saga, Guthormr is given a chance to 
make amends for his earlier bureaucratic intransigence. King Hakon is 
now eighteen years old, and meets the archbishop in Trondheim (Hak, 
I 248): 

Guthormr erkibyskup var pa i brenum. Hann fagna6i konungi i ollum hlutum 
sem sremiligast. l>eir hof6u oft tal sin i milli. Konungr spur6i erkibyskup eitt 
sinn hvi hann sneri sva mikilli 6vinattu til hans me6an hann var i bernsku sinni. 
Erkibyskup sag6i at annarra manna void gengu eigi mi6r til pess en sjalfs hans 
illvili. For pa upp allt hit sanna fyrir konungi. Het erkibyskup pa pvi at hann 
skyldi koma annat sumar til Bjorgynjar ok gera pa srem6 hans pvi ollu meiri 
sem honum pretti Mr afatt. 

Archbishop Guthormr was in town [Trondheim] at the time. He celebrated 
the king in all things as honourably as possible. They often had conversations 
together. The king once asked the bishop why he had directed such unfriendli
ness towards him during his childhood. The archbishop said that the powers 
of other people did not equate to his own ill-feeling. The truth of it all then 
struck the king. The~ the archbishop promised that he would come next 
summer to Bergen and give to him all the honour which he had previously 
thought to be lacking. 
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The scene is framed as a cathartic rapprochement. If Guthormr, in his 
role as archbishop, had accepted the young Hakon's claim on the throne 
from the outset, Hakon would not have had to watch his own mother 
undergo ordeal by hot iron in order to prove his claim (Hak, I 218-20; for 
commentary see Bregaint 2016, 67--o9). Guthormr's inaction fuelled the 
doubts surrounding Hakon's legitimacy, and those doubts would eventu
ally contribute to Skuli 's justification for rising against him in 1239 (Helle 
1974, 106--07). Despite these grievances, Hakon accepts Guthormr's 
friendship. Indeed, Guthormr is depicted as a slightly grovelling figure, 
promising to make the journey from Trondheim (the seat of ecclesiasti
cal power at this point) to Bergen (then the seat of Hakon's court). One 
might interpret the scene as pragmatic politics: both parties realise that 
the king's power is ascendant but each requires the other. However, we 
should note that Sturla portrays the moment as an epiphany, rather than 
a calculation: For pa upp allt hit sannafyrir konungi 'The truth of it all 
then struck the king.' 

Given this sense of sudden realisation, it would be appropriate if 
Guthormr had added some new information to explain why he acted the 
way he did four years earlier. But really his explanation is similar, if not 
exactly the same. The 'powers of other men' (annarra manna void) are 
to blame rather than 'his own ill-feeling' (sjalfs hans illvili). There is the 
same ambiguity over whether Guthormr had purely disassociated his 
responsibilities as archbishop from his personality as a Birkibeinn, or 
whether he had cringed before the king's enemies. Had he internalised 
the annarra manna void, so that he felt nothing as he discharged their 
orders? Or was he afraid that these void would reach out and crush him if 
he acted otherwise? Bagge (2003, 22- 23) notes that the word vald (singular 
of void) kan bety void i var forstand og herrednme eller myndighet 'can 
mean "violence" in our [modern] understanding and [also] "dominion" 
or "authority".' Sturla does not make his meaning clear. 

Perhaps the reason that Hakon is said to have experienced a revela
tion, even though he has not received any new information, is that his 
own perspective has changed. When Guthormr first claimed that he was 
acting according to his office rather than his species-being, Hakon was a 
child claimant to the throne. The second time, he has become a king. As 
will be seen, this made Hakon himself an office-holder of a sort, though 
Sturla writes nothing that would prompt the audience to think that Hakon 
has become genuinely sympathetic to Guthormr: the archbishop appears 
contrite, but Hakon makes no magnanimous gesture to reassure him that 
all is truly forgiven. (Here I follow the paradigm that, in an honour-minded 
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culture, to accept the prostration of one who has caused offence is not 
proper forgiveness. Actual forgiveness would be the declaration that such 
prostration is not necessary.) 

Rather, the difference may be that Hakon has now attained a position 
at the top of a bureaucracy. In Sturla's story, Hakon begins as a weak 
victim of bureaucratic church pedants allied with a corrupt secular elite. 
However, he rises to power not by destroying Norwegian bureaucracy, 
but by expanding it under his own aegis (Bagge 1996, 148-50; Bregaint 
2016, 174). In the internal logic of Hak, it would make sense if the truth 
which strikes the king is not that Guthormr was innocent, but instead that 
to be served by people like Guthormr is the source of real power, whether 
they do so out of duty, spinelessness or alienation. 

Regardless of the Guthormr scenes' historicity, it is telling that Sturla 
felt it to be plausible for one of his Norwegian characters to exhibit such 
alienated, bureaucratic psychology-especially when one compares his
torical developments in Norway with those oflceland, around the time the 
conversation supposedly happened. The 'archbishop' is the holder of an 
office-a classic Beamter in Weberian terms. Contemporary Iceland had 
certain Beamte too. There was, for example, the position of l<1gs9gumaor 
'Law-speaker', whose job it was to recite the Icelandic law corpus at the 
meeting of the Alpingi-though as Magnus Mar Larusson (1981, 137) 
notes, uden for Altinget havde I[ 9gs9gumaor J ingen administrativ virk
somhed 'outside of the Alpingi the l9gs9gumaor had no administrative 
function', so it must be made clear that the bureaucratic character of the 
Icelandic position was not as advanced as that of a Norwegian bishop. 
Sturla himself had occupied the office in 1251. Snorri held it 1215-18, and 
then again 1222-31. Yet I know of no case where a l9gs9gumaor recuses 
himself from a particular lawsuit because he does not want to compromise 
the neutrality of his office. It is not known whether holding a chieftain
ship in one region (being a participant in the Alpingi) would disqualify a 
candidate from being the l9gs9gumaor (presiding over the Alpingi) (Jon 
J6hannesson 1974, 48). That is to say, occupying an office in Iceland does 
not appear to have entailed the same degree of professional alienation as 
that exhibited by Guthormr in Norway. 

Norway Becomes a Machine: Imagining the Means of Communication 

As previously mentioned, the alienation-bureaucracy complex does 
not only alienate the bureaucrat from themselves. It also alienates 
non-bureaucrats from immediate reality by bestowing personal power 
on impersonal means of communication. This is at once sensible and 
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ludicrous: sensible because the harm these documents can do us is very 
real, but ludicrous because we are responding to an inanimate object, 
weighing just a few grams, as though it were a present human being. In 
a similar vein, Weber (2015, 95) pointed out that bureaucracies thrive 
on means of communication: the more available, and the faster those 
means are, the more bureaucracy can proliferate. It finds new matters to 
regulate, and new ways to discover dissent or to malfunction. Anybody 
with access to a university e-mail account will not need to consult Weber 
to appreciate the truth of this. 

Communication in Hak is a subject which has been extensively treated 
(Bj0rgo 1967; Bregaint 2016, esp. 5- 18; Nedkvitne 2004, 74, Orning 
2008, 197-98, and Lena Rohrbach's particularly thorough recent study 
(2017)).6 From official edicts to intelligence reports, instances of written 
communication are omnipresent in Hak. Bj0rgo (1967, 197- 201) counts 
ninety-nine discrete letters in the saga, and by my count there are at least 
150 instances of the word bref'letter'. Rohrbach analyses the differing 
senders and recipients, and finds that the most heavily used channel is 
that between Duke Skuli and King Hakon, with at least thirty-four letters 
exchanged. 

Moreover, Rohrbach notes that Skuli is often to be found sending let
ters behind the king's back, and in one case tampering with the wax seal. 
She points out that this is an effective narrative strategy on Sturla's part: 
'Skuli's violations of the authority and authenticity of the written word, 
and of the accompanying authorizing mechanisms . . . depict him as a 
reckless and ruthless man' (2017, 103--04). This is part ofSturla's general 
strategy, to turn 'references to literacy into structural devices of his nar
ratives ... it might be said that he modernized the narrative repertoire 
of the sagas according to recent trends [in] European historiography and 
literature' (106). 

Hak is a story where the plot is advanced not so much by face-to-face 
interactions as by the sending and receiving of letters, the blowing of 
trumpets, and once by the ringing of bells. Trumpet-calls are used in a 
particularly multivalent manner, e.g. to summon regional assemblies (Hak, 
II 79), call the king's guard together (Hak, I 250), to evacuate a town (Hak, 
I 238), to give the alert that there has been a supposed intruder in the palace 
(Hak, II 37), to give disembarkation orders (Hak, II 80) and, as we shall 
see, to advance troops in battle. At least some ofSturla's polysemy of toot
ing almost certainly reflects historical reality, as evinced in sources such 

6 Although it is not strictly about Hakon, see also Helle (1974, 228-29). 
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as the Norwegian Hiroskra (1270s). The text is a code of conduct for the 
royal court, albeit probably more normative than descriptive, compiled 
during the early reign of King Hakon's son, Magnus. While it postdates 
the rule of Hakon himself, the trumpet-culture of Magnus's court can 
hardly have emerged ex nihilo. Furthermore, the resemblances between 
the Hiroskra and Hak sugges that courtly communication systems had 
much in common between the reigns of father and son. Here the author 
recommends what should be done when the trumpet is blown at the court, 
and the signal is misinterpreted (Hiroskra, 152): 

l>reim sinnum sem luck konongs kue6r vi6 pa eigu men vanlega at at[-]spyria. 
huerir lutir til pess ganga. oc pegar menn vitu satt af. pa eigu aller til at koma 
nau6synia laust huart sem til er blaset ollu forvn0yti konongs e6a hir6 reinni. 
l>a eigu preir eigi at firi nemazt. En sa sem eigi k0mrer nau6synalaust. er sreckr 
0yri silfers vreitir pat prysur hinum sama pa er hann sialfsag6r or logun0yti 
sinu ... l>at skulu menn oc vita oc varazt at eigi gange preir inn sem eigi ero 
nefn6ir. eigi pa hir6men, er gestom e6a kertisureinum reinum er blaset. oc eigi 
pa gester e6a kertisureinar. er hir6inni er blaset. pui at pat er mikill vkurteisi. 

On occasions when the king's trumpet calls, people have to pay close atten
tion to why this might be happening, and when people know the truth then 
they all have to come without delay to wherever the call is made, whether the 
summons is for all the retainers of the king or the retinue alone. There are to 
be no exceptions. And he who does not come without delay must pay a mark 
of silver [as a fine], and upon the third time he has made himself ineligible 
for being in the retinue ... People must also know and be wary that those 
who are not required [lit. 'named' or 'mentioned'] must not go in, [i.e.] not 
the retinue when only the gestar or the candle-bearers are called for, and not 
the gestar or the candle-bearers when the retinue is called for, because that 
is a great rudeness. 

That provisions were to be made for different trumpet-blasts to be misun
derstood is confirmation that the system was used for a variety of purposes. 
However, the Hiroskra allows for the inevitable confusion attendant on the 
fact that one trumpet-blast can easily be mistaken for another. The propen
sity for signals to be misrecognised increases every time a new signal is 
added-if there are two types of blast, say, one long and one punctuated, 
signalling two messages, there will be few misunderstandings. A system 
involving five, ten or even more different trumpet-calls will quickly be
come error-prone. Context helps here: trumpet-calls to advance in battle 
would not have been misinterpreted as the summoning of an impromptu 
assembly. Nonetheless, the Hiroskra strongly suggests that different parts 
of the civil service seem to have occasionally misunderstood the trumpet 
and turned up to the wrong meetings. 
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Sturla's Hak, on the other hand, depicts the polysemous trumpet as 
a system which virtually never fails. By my count there are at least 
forty-eight instances of trumpet-calls in the saga, but there are only two 
cases throughout where any dissatisfaction can be apprehended concern
ing the functioning of Norwegian parp-culture. One is when a trumpet 
signal is ambiguous. In chapter 230 of the saga Petr Palsson of Giske ( d. 
1254) has been dispatched by Hakon to hunt the Varbelgir 'Spring Skins', 
which was the name given by the Birkibeinar to the faction who sided with 
Duke Skuli. Originally stationed at Borgund, he hears that V arbelgir are 
encamped on the island of Herny, not far from his ancestral lands on the 
island of Giske (Hak, II 60): 7 

Hann hafoi mikla tvitugsessu ok skutu meo. Sneri hann pa suor sem 
skj6tast, ok er hann kom noroan at Hereyjum var honum sagt at Varbelgir 
lagu par fyrir i hofninni a prim skutum. Ok er ):>eir Petr k6mu fyrir hofnina 
let hann blasa i luor, ok ):>egar sem V arbelgir heyrou ):>at raku ):>eir af ser 
tjoldin ok reru i brot. Var ):>etta misjafnt virt fyrir Petri. Sumir sogou at ):>vi 
leti hann blasa at hann vildi gera nj6sn V arbelgjum ok vildi engan 6frio 
hefja vio hertuga. Sogou pat sumir at par fyrir heldi hann heilum hibylum 
sinum i Gizka. 

He had a large twenty-oared vessel and a balinger with him. He then turned 
southwards as quickly as possible, and when he arrived from the north at Herny 
he was told that the Varbelgir were lying in port with three balingers. And as 
Petr and his men approached the harbour he ordered the trumpet to be blown, 
and as soon as the V arbelgir heard that they broke camp and rowed away. 
There were varying accounts of Petr's honour in this. Some said that he gave 
the order for a trumpet-call because he wanted to warn the V arbelgir and did 
not wish to get into conflict with the duke. Some said that it was because he 
wished to protect his property in Giske. 

Ambiguities such as these presumably occurred more than once during 
Hakon's reign, but this is the only one that Sturla mentions in his saga. 
Petr goes on to appear at multiple points after this, and never with any 
further aspersions cast on his character. It may be that there were doubts 
over Petr's loyalty at the time the event occurred, as prior to the rebellion 
Petr had previously been given a feudal rank by Skuli. Nonetheless, on 
first appearances, this scene seems to be a needless sideswipe at a formerly 
important magnate, who had died nearly two decades before the saga's 
composition (Hak, I 233). 

7 Following the river Lrerdalselvi, it would not to be too arduous a journey to 
travel between the two points, although in the passage below Sturla seems some
what confused geographically, as he mixes up north and south. 
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But what if we consider the possibility that Sturla is aiming to tell the 
story of Norwegian bureaucratic culture-in fact, two stories? One faces 
King Magnus, glorifying the smooth running of his father's kingdom. 
The other, more subversive, faces the audience who are open to a critique 
of Norwegian bureaucracy. I would submit that the point is not really to 
criticise Petr Palsson. That is only the pretext which permits Sturla to 
puncture the fiction of Norway as a smoothly operating society. Indeed, 
I have found no evidence of trumpet communication in Iceland from this 
period.8 Viewing the system as an outsider may have given Sturla an op
portunity to reflect on both its potential and its flaws. 

The second example of trumpet failure again comes during confronta
tion with the V arbelgir. Here, however, the problem is not that the signal 
is ambiguous, but rather that it is too faint. In the heat of battle, King 
Hakon gives an order to advance but is disappointed with his trumpeter's 
efforts (Hak, II 95): 

Ok Mr en saman kvremi fylkingar bao Hak:on konungr luorsveininn blasa. 
Hann bles tysvar ok heldr lagt. Konungr mrelti: 'Betr bles bikkjuhvelprinn 
):>inn a Bjorgynjarbryggjum, er ):>u t6kt silfr af monnum.' Si6an hies hann, ok 
var ):>a miklu betr. 

And before the formations came together King Hakon ordered the trumpeter 
to blow. He blew twice but rather softly. The King said: 'You little bitch! You 
blew better on the quay at Bergen when men were giving you money.' Then 
he blew, and it was much better. 

The episode is a rare moment of comic relief in the saga, though the 
exact mechanics of the joke perhaps need some clarification. It is 
obvious that the king is decrying his trumpeter's efforts, but is the 
insult supposed to imply that he had previously been a sort of dilet
tante or busker? This was apparently the interpretation of W. P. Ker, 
who offered the comparison that 'the King spoke to him like one of 
Marryat's boatswains' (1906, 22). The phrasing er pu t6kt silfr af 
monnum is slightly ambiguous, literally 'when you received silver 
from people/men'. Anne Holtsmark's translation has simply 'du 
blaste bedre i Bergen da du.fikk penger for det!' 'you blew better in 
Bergen when you got money for it' (Holtsmark 1964, 206). Monnum 
is the dative of menn, which might mean 'people' in a gender-neutral 
sense. The word karlmenn is more usual for expressly male groups, 

8 The inventory of the church of St John at Flatey from 1397 includes one 
trumpet, but this is certainly for liturgical use (DJ 4, 152). The association in 
Icelanders' minds between trumpets and continental chivalric courts is suggested 
by their frequent appearance in the riddarasogur. 
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though menn in a masculine sense is not unheard-of (Cleasby and 
Vigfilsson 1874, 407).9 

The 'bluer' interpretation is that the king is implying that his faltering 
trumpeter once offered oral sex for a price at the quay in Bergen. The use 
of 'to blow' in a sexual sense in English does not precede the twentieth 
century, but the humorous possibilities of comparing the fellative act 
to playing wind instruments can otherwise be found in Ancient Greek, 
Renaissance French and other pre-modem contexts (Ferguson 1988, 
143-44; Winkler 1990, 215). It is not an overly sophisticated simile, 
and therefore we should not be surprised if it had occurred to Sturla or 
Hakon. The connection between docks and prostitution appears to have 
been as pronounced in the Middle Ages as it has been in modem mari
time culture. In Bergen during the glory days of the Hanseatic league 
the red-light district was in fact directly adjacent to Bryggen (Burkhardt 
2015, 151-52). Before the league's proper foundation, Hak features far
wandering merchants, seemingly not fully integrated into the Haconian 
realm and at least in some cases identified as Lybikumenn 'Liibeckers' 
(Hak, II 135, 158, 160). Was there a particular spice to Hakon's comment, 
implying that his trumpeter had taken both the coin and the manhood 
of Low German-speaking merchants who were not always particularly 
welcome? 

Regardless of the joke's precise implications, it is unusual in the context 
of the saga in two ways: first, it is a rare moment where the audience are 
shown a glitch in Haconian communication culture, and second, it is a rare 
moment where the king is permitted to show something of his personality. 
Bagge (1996, 92) notes that 'Hakonar saga is usually considered fairly 
dull and impersonal in contrast to the earlier sagas', and this perception 
must largely be attributed to Hakon's inscrutability and frequent tight
lippedness as a character. By contrast, King Sverrir, Hakon's grandfather 

9 Certain High Medieval Norwegian runic inscriptions in particular seem to 
indicate that in colloquial speech maor could be gendered, even if in Latin script 
texts the term is normally neutral: e.g. N 8265, N 8552, N 8496. N 8628 is 
especially indicative of the occasional connection between possessing a phallus 
and being a maor. N 8644 is worth noting but less clear, given that we do not 
know whether the name at the end, Asa [PPS(?)], is masculine, i.e. Asi P[hilli} 
ps[son (?)] or feminine Asa, with the PPS being an unknown element. Indeed, 
if we did know the gender, we would not know whether the name is that of the 
carver, the envied husband or the beloved woman, though it ought to be noted that 
female Asa is far more common than male Asi (Lind 1905-15, 60-61, 72-73). 
The danger with any readings of such graffiti would be to assume that desire is 
automatically heterosexual. 
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and role-model, is depicted in Sverris saga (early 1200s) as dashing and 
dramatic. Bagge (1996, 92-93) explains this difference thus: 

As for Hakon himself, he cannot have been less 'saga-worthy' than many of 
his predecessors ... Then why does not Sturla describe him as such? I believe 
that the main explanation to this question is the new Christian and authori
tarian concept of the royal office, which, although occurring in the sources, 
including the saga literature, long before Hakonar saga, for the first time really 
determines the content and arrangement of a saga ... Thus the royal office 
largely replaces the individual person in Hakonar saga. 

This is a very serviceable explanation, and one that is pertinent to 
the Weberian/Marxian distinction between 'office'/' alienation' and 
'person' /'species-being'. There are, however, two slight modifications 
that ought to be made. If we were to prioritise the Christian dimension 
of this argument, it could be that Hakon 's lack of personality stresses 
his divine right. He does not need Sverrir's charisma because God has 
mandated a law of succession which means that he deserves to be on the 
throne. 10 (Given the authorial choice to depict Archbishop Guthormr's 
earlier reservations, of course, Sturla's own faith in this argument is 
questionable.) 

On the other hand, if we were to prioritise the bureaucratic dimension, 
it might be said not onfy that Hakon is an office-holder in Weberian terms, 
but that he is also the operator of a social machine. Norway is imagined as 
a system of messengers and soldiers made obedient by the mental magic 
of alienation. The man who operates the levers of this machine does not 
require a personality to do so. Here, Sturla's imagery is consonant both 
with Weber and Hannah Arendt; Weber (2015, 77) pointed out that bu
reaucratic machines tend to develop a 'monocrat' at the top who is really 
in charge. Arendt (1969, 13) later supplemented Weber's observation by 
noting that bureaucracies quickly make fictions of the idea of people 'with 
whom the buck stops'. The true seat of power becomes concealed and the 
supposed monocrats are just as alienated as their subordinates: '[this can] 
be properly called the rule by Nobody ... [but] rule by Nobody is not 
no-rule, and where all are equally powerless we have a tyranny without 
a tyrant'. That is to say, wielders of power encourage a view that they 
are themselves impersonally playing out a role handed to them-like 
their subordinates, they are also constrained by an externally imposed 
role with its attendant strictures. In thirteenth-century Norway, the role 

10 I am grateful to Haki Antonsson for suggesting this to me. See also Bagge 
(1996, 103-04); Guorun Asa Grimsd6ttir (1988, 25-26); Oberlin (2011, esp. 
316-27). 
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of monocrat had not evolved into Nobody-rule in the way that it has in 
a modem corporation or state, but it is still fair to identify Hakon's lack 
of personality with his position atop an increasingly governmentally
mechanised kingdom. But when the machine falters for a moment, the 
real human being at its helm can glance at the audience, and flash them a 
smile in the glow of uninhibited species-being. 

Crude humour and rare confusion aside, the general impression one gets 
in Hak is that Norway has become a network of communication systems 
which are highly reliable. Written messages, orders and intelligence flow 
in tremendous volume between the king and his subjects, and between 
the king and other rulers (Bagge 1996, 152). It is as though Norway is 
becoming a kind of machine, where information follows predictable, 
strictly governed channels. Even when letters are being tampered with, as 
Rohrbach (2017, 104) points out, the culprit is quickly discovered and nor
mally caught red-handed. Hak often seems keen to stress how adva~ced ~he 
country has become in this regard-particularly in the levels of ahenatton 
it claims have been reached between message and messenger. Hakon 's 
messengers tend not to be named. Occasionally they are said to be clerics, 
but normally they are simply anonymous sendimenn. Without any infor
mation to the contrary, the impression given is that Hakon's messengers 
do nothing but relay messages; they do not evaluate the information they 
receive, they do not personally attack those for whom their messages are 
intended, even if the recipient is hostile. They are, in other words, properly 
alienated from their labour. 

In stark contrast, in Chapter 225 of the saga there is a gory depiction of 
Skuli's so-called brefasveinar 'letter lads' defiling a church with the blood 
of a man they have been sent to assassinate (Hak, II 54-55). It is worth 
noting that the word brefasveinn is unique to Hak, and then_ to Skuli ~s 
men (Degnbol et al. 1989-, s. v. brefa·sveinn ). One wonders If Sturla IS 
implying that Skuli 's administrative system barely had messengers at all 
compared to Hakon's disciplined bureaucrats. Nonetheless, Sturla goes 
to some lengths to show that when the king captures Skuli's envoys, he 
does not kill them-rather, he only needs to confiscate their letters (Hak, 
II 69-70): 

Sigur5r erkibyskup var5 rei5r Birni ab6ta i H6lmi um haustit pa er hertugi 
haf5i la.tit gefa ser konungsnafn, ok bre5i fyrir prer sakir er hann haf5i sjalfr 
gert ok sva fyrir pat er hann var i rMi me5 hertuga um. han_s tiltreki., ~k fyrir 
petta allt saman bannsetti erkibyskup ab6ta. Honum hka61 petta stonlla, ok 
fyrir pvi appella5i hann erkibyskup til pafa. l>eir barn pa saman_rM.sin: h~i:n1~i 
ok ab6ti. T6k ab6ti fe afhertuga ok setti sta5inn H6lm at ve61. Tok abotI v16 
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erendum hertuga ok brefum til annarra landa, Danmerkr ok l>y5ersku ok peira 
landa er par eru nrer, ok sva ut i curiam. 

For aboti 6r Ni5ar6si um vetrinn fyrir j61, ok er hann kom upp um fjall pa 
for hann tomliga, sem hann hef5i enga pa hluti me5 at fara er var5a5i. Ok er 
hann kom i Hamarkaupang var par fyrir Munan byskupsson. Let aboti allblitt 
vi5 hann ok ger5i engin grun a ser. En Munan haf5i spurt Mr um fer5 hans, ok 
fyrir pvi tok hann abota ok allt pat er hann f6r me5 ok fekk til fj6ra hir5menn 
ok fjora a5ra menn at fara me5 abota ofan i Sogn ok sva til Bjorgynjar. 

In the autumn, Archbishop Sigur5r [r. 1232- 52] became angry at Abbot 
Bjorn of Munkeholmen, when the duke [Skuli] had himself given the rank 
of king, both because of the things he [Bjorn] had done on his own and 
also because he was in league with the duke in his dealings. And because 
of all this the archbishop excommunicated the abbot. He did not take this 
overly well, and this is why he appealed the archbishop's decision to the 
pope. Then the duke and the abbot drew their plans together. The abbot 
received money from the duke and put the monastery of Munkeholm down 
as a surety. The abbot accepted the duke's mission and [received] letters for 
other countries, such as Denmark and Germany and those lands which are 
close by, and also for the papal curia. 

The abbot left Trondheim in the winter before Christmas, and when he 
reached the mountains he took his time, as though he were not carrying 
anything which warranted attention. And when he came to the town of 
Hamar, Munan the bishop's son was waiting for him. The abbot acted most 
warmly towards him and did not bring any suspicion upon himself. But 
Munan had already found out about his journey, and this is why he seized 
the abbot and everything he was carrying and assigned four retainers and 
four other men to escort the abbot down to Sogn and then onwards to Bergen. 

Later in the saga, Sturla notes that many people thought that Abbot Bjorn 
should have been killed for working for the duke, but the king gives him 
grio expressly because he has already got hold of all of his letters (Hak, 
II 81 ). This obviously suggests flatteringly that the king is merciful, but it 
also presents the impression that an oral message alone is useless. This is 
a world in which the document is the supreme authority. The slight degree 
of pretence in Sturla's writing about communication is made particularly 
evident in the saga's description ofa less fortunate messengerthanAbbot 
Bjorn (Hak, II 70): 

Skuli hertugi haf5i gert austr i Jamtaland me5 brefum Jatgeir skald ok sva i 
Helsingjaland ok pa6an i SvipjM. Ok pegar er konungr spur6i petta ger6i hann 
Gunnar frrenda sinn eftir honum, ok for hann sem akafligast ok haf5i mikla 
nau5 i pessi fer5. Gunnarr haf5i eigi meirr en fimmtan menn. Hann drap pann 
mann i Jamtalandi er I>6rir hrisbitr het. Hann haf5i haft par syslu af hertuga 
hendi. Si5an for hann austr eftir Jatgeiri, ok stM hann i Helsingjalandi ok tok 
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par 611 bref pau er hann hafoi afhertuga hendi ok gersimar prer er hann hafoi 
sent vinum sinum. Jatgeirr komsk undan sem nauougligast. Fekk Gunnarr i 
pessi fero allmikinn heior. Korn hann fyrr aftr til Nioaross en konungr vreri 
brot buinn. 

Duke Skuli had sent Jatgeirr [Torfason] the Poet with letters eastwards to 
Jamtland and also into Halsingland and from there into Sweden. And as soon 
as the king found out about this he sent his kinsman Gunnarr after him, and 
he [Gunnarr] went as determinedly as possible and suffered great hardship on 
this journey. Gunnarr had no more than fifteen men with him. In Jamtland he 
killed the man who was known as I>orir hrisbitr 'Thicket-biter'. He [I>6rir] 
had been given a sheriffdom there by the duke. Then he [Gunnarr] went east 
after Jatgeirr, and stopped him in Halsingland and there took from him all the 
letters and treasures which the duke had given him and which he had sent to 
his friends. Jatgeirr got away with great difficulty. Gunnarr received tremen
dous glory from this journey. He returned back to Trondheim before the king 
was prepared to leave. 

The use of skalds as messengers has a precedent in sagas covering ear
lier ages. Morkinskinna (c.1220) presents Einarr Skulason (ft. 1100s) as 
a messenger or perhaps scout in the service of King Sverrir (Morkin
skinna, II 124--25; Chase 1993, 159). l>j6o6lfr Arnorsson (ft. 1030s) is 
represented as a messenger for King Haraldr haroraoi in Brands jJattr 
9rva (c.1250- 1300) (Brands jJattr, 189-91). Hjalti Skeggjason (ft. late 
900s) takes part in the diplomatic envoy headed by BjQrn stallari 'The 
Marshal' in Snorri 's version of 6/afs saga he/ga (Snorri Sturluson 1949, 
86-87). Most famously, perhaps, Sigvatr I>6roarson ( d. 1045) is supposed 
to have composed his Austrfararvisur while relaying messages between 
King Olafr and Jarl RQgnvaldr (Snorri Sturluson 1979, 134--43; Evans 
2014). Similarly, Sigvatr and another skald, Bersi Skald-Torfuson (ft. 
c.1000), are used to convey messages between King Olafr and King 
Knutr inn riki of England- Denmark (Snorri Sturluson 1979, 223- 26). 
This practice stands to reason, not only because acting as an envoy would 
have been a good way for an Icelandic skald to ingratiate himself with a 
Norwegian monarch, but also because in an age when letters had an oral 
component (Gelrich 1995, 26-28; Cotts 2009, 52-53), or some messages 
were transmitted entirely orally, a professional poet could be relied upon 
to remember details accurately. 

Jatgeirr the Poet remaining at large after Gunnarr 's mission ought there
fore to constitute a problem. Abbot Bjorn might be harmless without his 
letters, but Jatgeirr could remember what he was supposed to communicate. 
Moreover, unlike Bjorn, he was not going abroad or to the papal curia, but 
to Sweden. According to Nedkvitne (2004, 25-28, 71-74), communication 
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between the Scandinavian thrones continued to rely on oral messages 
throughout the High Middle Ages, while communication with England, 
the Continent and especially the Papacy adopted a more stringently chiro
graphic mode. (That is to say, Jatgeirr's orally delivered message would 
presumably be taken seriously even if he lacked the original documents.) 
But Sturla downplays the threat. It is presented as inconsequential that 
Jatgeirr got away. What is important is that his letters were seized, and so 
Gunnarr receives a hero's welcome upon his return. It is only later in the 
saga, in Chapter 284, that it is reported without any fanfare that Jatgeirr 
was subsequently assassinated in Copenhagen by one of Hakon's men 
(Hak, II 118). 

The theme of the especial dependability ofHaconian epistolary culture is 
also seen in the way that Sturla treats messages written in runes. As far as I 
know, letters written in runes are mentioned only twice in Sturla's oeuvre, 
and these are the only two instances in the samtioarsogur as a whole. One 
is in Hak, where the king receives a message from one of the Ribbungar, a 
particularly rustic rebel faction. At one point their leader, Siguror Ribbungr 
Erlingsson, seeks the hand of Skuli 's daughter, Ragnfrior, in marriage. 
Skuli replies cuttingly: 'er . .. engi van at ek gifta d6ttur minu ut i sk6ga' 
'It's ... not likely that I would marry my daughter out to the woods' (Hak, 
I 255). The saga audience would presumably not have been surprised to 
hear that such backwoodsmen were still using runes on wood rather than 
Latin script on parchment/vellum (Hak, I 313): 

I>a er Hakon konungr bjosk or Bjorgyn reio hann upp til Alreksstaoa einn 
sunnudag, sem vanoi hans var til. I>a kom par i moti honum einn hlaupandi 
maor mjok akafliga ofan or fjallinu. Konungi potti undarligt er pessi maor for 
sva akafliga, pvi at konungr kenndi manninn at hann var einn af Ribbungum. 
Hann hafoi runakefli i hendi, pat er einn Ribbungr hafoi sent konunginum, 
ok sagoi sva at Siguror Ribbungakonungr var andaor ok bao konunginn gera 
nokkut skjott rao fyrir at eigi kvremi junkherra Knutr, frrendi hans, at styrkja 
Ribbunga i annat sinn. 

When Hakon was about to leave Bergen he rode up to Alrekstad one Sunday, 
as was his custom. Then a man came running up to him, most urgently, out 
from the mountains. The king thought it was strange that this man was com
ing so urgently because he recognised the man as one of the Ribbungar. He 
was carrying a rune-stick which one of the Ribbungar had sent to the king, 
and [he / it?] said that Siguror, king of the Ribbungar, had died, and asked 
the king to make a plan quickly so that Junker Knutr, his kinsman, could not 
reinforce the Ribbungar again. 

The message is 'time-critical', but luckily it is understood, either because 
Hakon or someone in his entourage or administration can read the runes, 
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or because the messenger is able to explain orally. The second time where 
a runic message is used is in lslendinga saga. Here, again, the message 
is 'time-critical'. It seems to have been a message to warn Snorri that 
he would be attacked the next day. But pre-union-with-the-Norwegian
crown, Icelandic epistolary culture is painted as rather more louche and 
ineffective (is!, I 551 ): 

Ri6u peir pa su6r pannig, ok var Snorri hinn kaatazti, ok taulu6u peir i litlu
stofu Snorri ok Vrrekia ok Sturla, enn Tumi skenkti peim. I>ar var biorr heim 
kominn fra skipinu. Snorri sagdi fra skiptum ·peira sona Hallueigar; hann hafoi 
par ok bref, er Oddr Sueinbiarnar son hafoi sennt honum af Alfta-nesi; var 
par aa statkarla-letr, ok fengu peir eigi lesit, enn sva potti peim, sem uaurun 
naukur mundi aa vera. 

They then rode southwards, and Snorri was most cheery, and 6rrekja and 
Sturla 11 and Snorri talked in the parlour while Tumi poured their drinks. The 
beer had been brought home from the ship. Snorri described the dealings 
between himself and his sons with Hallveig. He also had a letter there which 
Oddr Sveinbjarnarson had sent him from Alftanes. There were 'hobo-letters' 
on it, and they couldn't read them, but it did seem to them that there must be 
some kind of warning in them. 

Hakon acts quickly and with purpose, deploying the necessary knowledge 
to prevent a disaster. By way of contrast, Snorri and Sturla might well be 
drunk, having just had their Norwegian beer unloaded. Snorri is said to 
be very katr, a word which means 'merry, cheerful, in good spirits' but 
also sometimes has an association with intoxication (Cleasby and Vigfils
son 1874, 763; Jochens 1995, 109). The only person to whom each of 
them can refer their runic message is the other. In Norway, Hakon has an 
impersonalised network of knowledge to which he turns ifhe receives a 
letter he cannot read. In Iceland, Snorri and Sturla are probably the two 
greatest living minds in the country, but if they cannot work it out between 
them, the matter ends there. 

As Rohrbach (2017, 98) observes, Sturla offers rich aesthetic associa
tions in this scene. There may be an allusion to the Eddie poem Atlamal 
in gramlenzku, where the otherwise learned Kostbera fails to read a runic 
letter. Rohrbach (2017, 98) further notes the dismal symmetry of the role 
played by means of communication in Snorri 's life as told by Sturla: he 
'falls into royal disgrace after ignoring an authoritative written royal order, 
he is unable to read a warning that could have saved his life, and his death 
is finally ordered by royal letters'. If these are the scene's aesthetics, its 

11 This must be Sturla I>6r6arson himself, as Sturla Sighvatsson, another nephew 
of Snorri, had died in 1238. 
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didactic purpose is that, for better or for worse, alienation offers powers 
which exceed the capabilities of gifted individuals. Hakon's anonymous 
scribes and sendimenn may be an ocean of mediocrity compared to Snorri 
and Sturla's teardrop of genius. But the ocean will always swallow the 
teardrop. 

Conclusion: Did Sturla P6roarson Dream of Bureaucracy? 

I have suggested that Sturla sometimes pretends that bureaucracy in 
Haconian Norway ran more smoothly than it probably did in reality. The 
case of Jatgeirr suggests that oral messages still had currency, despite the 
saga's general implication that Norway now runs on documents. The trum
pet system only fails once, when the Hiroskra and straightforward logic 
suggest it must have malfunctioned fairly regularly. Archbishop Guthormr 
twice implies that he has acted out of virtuous bureaucratic alienation 
when in fact cowardice or antipathy are equally plausible explanations~ 
If Sturla sometimes gives the impression that Norway was more ordered 
than it really was, it is also worth noting that on one topic he magnifies 
the impression of disorder. The civil war between King Hakon and Duke 
Skuli was doubtless chaotic, and must have had a traumatising effect on 
Hakon given the merits of Skuli 's claim. At least sixty-one chapters of 
Hak are devoted to it, and most of the saga's more exciting moments 
belong to this section. Yet if Hak is read somewhat against the grain of 
the drama, one will note that the war actually only lasted for one year, 
and was mostly confined to raids and skulduggery. In fact, the decisive 
series of engagements between pitched forces takes place over just four 
days, 18th-22nd April, 1240. 

The inference I draw is that Sturla is portraying Hakon as a king who 
governs by modem methods. His rule makes Norway a well-ordered 
society, where government agents act efficiently and without prejudice. 
When Skuli rebels, then, these social advances are put at risk. The ba
sic theme of such a reading would be that the alienation-bureaucracy 
complex represents progress, and that only Hakon (and his heir) can 
deliver it. In this sense, the discrepancies mentioned here between nar
rative and reality give Hak an aspirational quality. This hopeful attitude 
towards social and technological developments which did not yet exist 
can be found elsewhere in Haconian and pre-Haconian Old Norwegian 
literature. The Old Norwegian Homily Book is the earliest extant work 
in Old Norwegian, probably from c.1200 but containing some sermons 
which may be as old as the eleventh century. In four different texts in the 
manuscript there are exhortations against muta and mutufe, both being 
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words for bribes to officials (Cleasby and Vigfilsson 1874, 440). 12 One, 
the Old Norse translation of Alcuin's De virtutibus et vitiis, addresses 
judges (NHB, n.p.): 

Ekki er illgjamligra en taka mutur i d6mum, pvi at mutur blinda hjQrtu spakra, 
ok snua or6um rettlatra. 'Dyim d6mi er per d0mi6', kva5 gu6, 'mun d0mt 
Vyr6a um y6r' ... Yfirstaplan sannlyiks er at taka mutur i d6mum. En pyir er 
nMask gu6 ok rettd0ma, pyir munu taka yilifa Qmbun af gu5i. 

Nothing is more evil than taking bribes in judgement, because bribes blind the 
hearts of the wise, and tum aside the words of the righteous. 'Those judgements 
which you make,' declared God, 'will be made about you' [Matthew 7:2] ... 
The violation of truth is to take bribes in judgements. But those who fear God 
and justice, they will receive eternal rewards from God. 

Sermon no. 2 in the manuscript, Sermo ad populum, no. 7, In circumci
sione domini nostri Iesu Kristi sermo, and no. 17, Sermo necessari, list 
the accepting of mutur, mutufe andfegjafar 'monetary gifts' as being 
particularly deleterious sins. All three of these examples come from 
the oldest texts in the Old Norwegian Homily Book, and all are heav
ily influenced by Old English or Anglo-Latin sources. Sermon no. 2 
draws on lElfric and Pseudo-Wulfstan. Sermon no. 7 is based on Bede 
and Haimo ofHalberstadt, while no. 17 is thought to draw on now lost 
Anglo-Saxon sermons reproducing continental Continental authors such 
as Amalarius of Metz (Gunnes 1971, 164-65, 167, 172- 73; Turville
Petre 1960). Norway from c.1000 to c.1150 was a country with less 
institutionalisation and officialdom than post-Alfredian England, where 
these texts largely originated (Bagge 2014, 68; Richardson and Sayles 
1963, 119- 36). But bribery can only be considered a misdemeanour 
in a society where administrative alienation has become widespread. 
Bribery is evil because it perforates the psychological divide between 
'person' and 'office'. For example, a local magnate who is personally 
enriched by providing military protection is not considered to have 

12 As de Vries notes, the word must be etymologically related to Gothic MQTj\, 
meaning tax or tribute, e.g. Romans 13.7 nSrtBltµ Nn j\AAj\lM SRn?,..~Q: 
tµj\MMEI rj\Bj\nJ{ rj\Bj\nJ{, tµj\MMEI MQTj\ MQTj\, 4Jj\MMEI j\rIS j\rIS, 
4Jj\MMEI SYEJ{ltµj\ SYEJ{I4Jj\ 'Render therefore to all their dues: tribute to 
whom tribute is due; custom to whom custom; fear to whom fear; honour to whom 
honour'. The Old English form is m6t, meaning toll or tax (de Vries 1962, 397). 
There is no attestation of Old Norse muta having a more innocent meaning than 
bribe. It may have once been a seldom-used word, with a semantic range similar 
to MQTj\ or m6t, which was then repurposed in the course of translations from 
Old English during the eleventh century. 
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acted outside the moral bounds of his role, while a bureaucrat who is 
personally enriched by providing permits almost certainly would be. 
As far as the Norwegian audiences of these sermons could transpose 
the principles laid down for judges to other types of official, they would 
have encountered the ideal that a bureaucrat should be impartial before 
they encountered bureaucracy for themselves. 

An analogy can be drawn with the fantastic, hi-tech war machines 
in Konungs skuggsja, a text which King Hakon supposedly intended 
for the education of his son, the man who commissioned Hak. The 
technologies in the section on siege engines are those of machines 
which were mostly unknown in Norway, intended to break down stone 
castles which were equally few and far between. In fact, thirteenth
century sources contain no accounts at all of siege engines being 
used in Norway (Bruhn Hoffmeyer 1956, 434). One of the machines 
described, an apparently anthropoid fire-breathing 'mecha' called 
the skjaldj9tunn 'shield giant', probably did not exist anywhere in 
the world: En allra peiRa lista er nu hofum rer um rrett pa er po 
hofao rapn biugr skialldiatunn rypta17oe mceor celligum loga 'And 
of all the artifices which we have discussed, the greatest weapon is 
the skjaldj9tunn, which bends over, spewing burning fire' (Konungs 
skuggsja, 63). The Konungs skuggsja author sought to edify his audi
ence with tales of military technologies that did not exist, but should. 
Sturla did something similar for administrative technologies-that is 
to say, bureaucracy. Reading Hak alongside Konungs skuggsja, one 
gets the impression of a period where people are developing aspira
tions for how they want society to work. 13 

Although the reading of bureaucracy as aspirational in Hak can be 
accepted in part, Sturla clearly did not think of bureaucracy as an un
mitigated good. In the examples examined above, while King Hakon is 
presented favourably as the man who makes the machine work, Sturla 
frequently gestures towards the victims of bureaucratic apparatus. The 
alienated Archbishop Guthormr snivels and cringes-the sort of man 
that Haconian Norway needs, perhaps, but not a man one would wish to 
become. Sturla admires the efficiency ofHakon's communications system, 
but his own uncle, Snorri, ends up on the list of people that system kills. 
Snorri 's name is included in a muted necrologium alongside a murdered 

13 A forthcoming study identifies a comparable desire for bureaucracy (bureau
kratiambition, centraliseringsambition, embeds-ambition) before the realisation 
of proper Weberian bureaucracy in Late Medieval Denmark (Lynge Vognsen, 
forthcoming). 
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poet-messenger, whose real cause of death has been obscured in order 
to make Norwegian bureaucracy look more sophisticated than it really 
was. How should one account for this ambiguity in Sturla's treatment of 
bureaucracy? 

Armann Jakobsson has pointed out that Sturla was, in a sense, an 
office-holder in his role as the commissioned author of Hak (and that 
he was certainly an office-holder when he later wrote islendinga saga, 
being the l<;,gmaor of Iceland at the time). Although Armann does not 
deploy a Marxist critical idiom here, the issue of alienation is hinted 
at by his question: 'Is Sturla always Sturla?' (2017, 192). One might 
suggest that the moments in Hak which glorify Hakon and his admin
istration belong to the alienated Sturla, and the occasional, understated 
moments of scepticism belong to the 'real' Sturla. But this suggestion 
would not escape the hermeneutic referred to critically by Roberta 
Frank (2017, 134) thus: '[Sturla as] a hired-hand composing mechani
cally for the son of a ruler he never met and whom he had reason to 
fear and dislike'. 

The notion of Sturla writing Hak under duress will surely never be 
dislodged entirely, but there is such subtlety and artistry in the saga 
that I would rather recommend a reading which allows for a part of 
Sturla to be genuinely excited by Haconian rule and its pretensions. 
The film-maker Werner Herzog recently posed a provocative
perhaps deliberately unanswerable-question: 'Does the internet 
sometimes dream of itself?' (Spitz 2016, ARlO). lfwe were to com
mandeer this question and ask, 'Does bureaucracy sometimes dream 
of itself?', then Hakonar saga Hakonarsonar might be said to be an 
example demonstrating that it can. Sturla is capable of writing from 
the vantage-point of an alienated soul, subsumed in the bureaucratic 
project. His excitement is authentic when he witnesses bureaucracy's 
expansion, celebrates its smooth working or when he marvels at the 
dream of what it could be. But so is his dread when he shudders at 
its blind violence. 

Note: An earlier version of this paper was given at the UCL Medieval Scandi
navian Seminar in the winter of 2017. I am grateful for the opportunity I had to 
discuss this paper with Lena Rohrbach and her students in Basel in the spring of 
2018. Very helpful suggestions were offered by Haki Antonsson, Sophie Bending, 
Joseph Harris and Kristen Mills. Alison Finlay, Elizabeth Ashman Rowe and the 
anonymous reviewers also provided insights which improved the text a great 
deal. Any shortcomings remain my own. This research was supported by Aarhus 
Universitets Forskningsfond and the Leverhulme Foundation. 
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